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In the interview series "I Do It My Way,” I introduce people who
haven’t quite followed a straight path, and who have some stories to tell. The series is to
meant encourage, and to demonstrate that “success” doesn’t always look stream-lined.
I hope you enjoy it!

I got to know Ricarda Gregori more than 15 years ago during our training in systemic
consulting, and I never lost track of her. From our common interest in Brazil and in
working with people, a deep friendship has formed, for which I am very grateful. I’m very
excited about this interview with someone so committed to multicultural consulting, and
with such an exceptional woman. It's great that she has also brought us some photos from
her travels.

Differences open up bridges of understanding.
#IdoItMyWay….
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How did you start your career? And what is your profession, what is your main field of
activity today?
Actually, I wanted to study medicine and follow in my mother’s footsteps. This decision was
shaken up, however, when I went on a 6-month backpacking trip through North and Central
America after graduation. I was fascinated by the people and the different ways of life that I
had encountered along the way.

Ricarda Gregori in Belo Horizonte (Brazil)

A few months after my return, I started a degree in Social Anthropology, and after getting my
Master’s I spent a year in a social project in Sao Paulo. Brazil has had me under its spell ever
since. I then completed more research and work residencies, especially in rural areas and
with ethnic groups. In between, I completed practice-oriented postgraduate studies in the
field of consultation for development projects, and later took advanced training in systemic
consulting. That’s how I acquired the basic tools that I use to this day.

Brazil: boats in Amazonia

Since 2000, so soon for 15 years, I’ve been self-employed as a facilitator, trainer, consultant
and coach working in an intercultural environment. I support companies such as non-profit
organizations on issues of intercultural and international collaboration. Often this involves
training or workshops where participants reflect and work on their ways of communicating
and interacting in international teams. Or, for example, I coach managers faced with the task
of managing employees in other countries, who have to overcome cultural as well as physical
distance. My baseline task, however, the one that got me started working on my own, is the
intercultural preparation of professionals for their activities in Brazil. My first customers
from back when I started still regularly come to me for this kind of coaching today. These are
just a few examples. My work is diverse and constantly evolving.

Ricarda Gregori in her sometimes improvised seminar routine

Has your professional path affected your personal life? How?
Yes, of course it has! I have often changed residences and workplaces, both domestically and
abroad, beginning with my academic studies and for the next 20 years or so: 1 year here, 6
months there, 3 years somewhere else, etc. This has meant that I never "settled" anywhere,
and that I have social contacts scattered all over the world (still mainly without Internet at
that time, by the way). At the same time, I’ve mostly felt like a freshman or a stranger at the
places where I’ve been. I was generally fine with this kind of life, and for the most part, it

didn’t cross my mind for a long time that, for example, family and children could also be an
option worth considering in my life.
To be sure, I’ve been living in the same place for over 10 years now, more or less since the
moment when my son was born. Despite that, I still feel an “inner nomadism.” Even if I like
where I am, I really don’t feel “settled” or “native.”
So my career path has affected more than just my private life, it’s affected the whole way I feel
and move in the world. Or is it the other way around, has that shaped my career path
instead? Good question!

I think you’ve taken an unusual path. Is that how you see it? What do you personally think
is unusual about it?
It was an unusual path because it didn’t follow a pre-defined course. I would say that I belong
to the generation of pioneers in my field in Germany. The basic continuity in the path I’ve
taken is engagement with “strangers,” with different ways of thinking and of living. This
central theme has shone through more and more clearly. However, the environments and
starting points have gone through very large changes, and this happens even today. I think
that's something very special about my path:
For the first part of my professional career, what I previously called “anthropological” part, I
worked in small, remote villages in Brazil with populations descended from black slaves. I
was “researching” everyday life there, and I participated in it myself. In anthropology this is
called “participant observation.” I wanted to experience the other culture and ways of life
from up close. It was often a great adventure.

Brazil: Rice threshing in the backyard of my “host family”

I was usually a very obvious “foreign body” there. The people around me and I – from the
outside we were seen as being as different as you can possibly be. Nevertheless, it happened
to me again and again that after some time and getting to know each other better, a mutual
understanding arose regarding our respective desires, motives, issues and limitations. Thus,
although the differences were still there, they weren’t so strict and categorical. A bond is
formed in that way, a bridge that allows communication about our differences and
peculiarities. That was a formative experience for me.

Brazil: child on an oxcart

In similar environments – namely in development projects with indiginous communities – I
later had my first experience as a consultant and facilitator and discovered this type of work
for myself.
Armed with this experience, I went into business for myself 15 years ago, and from the outset
I’ve had contracts with large companies such as in the automotive industry. That was a total
change of scene! To me, at first, the world of management seemed as “exotic” as the villages
in Brazil. Here were more unfamiliar cultures to discover.
The amazing thing is that it worked pretty smoothly and that – regardless of the objective
differences, the basic issues and motives of these “worlds” didn’t seem so different to me.

In recent years, I’ve mostly dealt with
executives and managers who perform their duties within complex, globally networked
working relationships. They’ve predominantly been Germans, but also Americans, Japanese,
French, etc. There is also an immense amount for me to discover and understand, and I think
the perspective of the ethnologist is still useful to me.
As before, I appreciate changing my work contexts and the target group. I think it's extremely
rewarding to count among my clients companies and social organizations whose problems
relate to the coexistence of different cultures here in Germany.
I think this change of relationships and dealing with contradictions produces tension that
gives my work force and intensity.

At first, the world of management seemed as exotic to
me as Brazilian villages….
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If you were to roll back time to when you were – say – 18 years old: what would you have
thought about your current situation? Did you have an idea about it, did you
plan/intend/hope that you would go on this path?
When I was at the beginning of my professional career, I certainly had no idea that it would
take this direction. The job description of “intercultural consultant” probably didn’t even
exist. My theme was actually “thirst for knowledge” about foreign worlds. At the time, I
vaguely saw my path as a scientific and research-based career.

Brazil: A child fishing

From today's perspective: was it the right path? Why?
What I'm doing now suits me. I can identify with it fully. The way here was often exhausting;
sometimes I would have liked it to be easier. If the job description and the path isn’t mapped,
that means ongoing thought and continual initiative. But ultimately, that suits me. But
anyway, I think there’s more than just one “right way” for most people.

Were there times in your life when you had doubts? If yes: what did these doubts look like?
Why were you doubtful? And how did you deal with it, what did you find especially helpful?
For me, there are always doubts. Not so much the substance of what to do: I’m sure that the
international and intercultural counseling field is “my thing.” Rather the purpose of jobs. For
me, my work has to make sense above all, and I have to feel that I’m being effective. I think it
helps to know why you are doing a job – beyond practical constraints.

In retrospect, was there a moment that you decided on exactly this path? Or how was it for
you?
There were always crossroads where I decided against one direction and in favor of another. I
have a particularly clear memory of a moment right at the beginning: I’ve already mentioned
that I intended to study medicine, and I had already sent in my application for study. Then I
came back from my backpacking trip and almost immediately received an offer from the
parish in my town to join a small group of young people who wanted to bring relief supplies
to southern Italy, which had just undergone a major earthquake. I was there immediately,
and had just arrived at the destination when I received a call from home: you got into
university, and even in the city of your choice.
I believe I didn’t have to think about it for even 10 seconds. I was sure that what I was doing
there in Southern Italy – namely getting to know “other worlds” and also making myself
useful, was so much more exciting for me than anything else. This was certainly not a wellthought-out decision, but it was intuitively correct.

Intuitive decisions can more coherent than well-thoughtout ones. #IdoItMyWay. Cool…
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A question that concerns me time and again is: how do you find new, exciting destinations
once your original goal has been reached? What’s your answer to that? How do you deal
with this issue?
It has not often happened that I’ve counted a goal as having been officially “achieved”. There
are some goals I’ve never achieved, and some have evolved directly and a new goal has come
out of it. Completely new goals “jump” at me sometimes, that is, I spontaneously feel that
something interests me and then I look for a strategy to develop it.

Brazil: the three youngest siblings (of eight) from my “host family”

Is there currently an issue that is really close to your heart?
I’ve been concerned about the issue of new immigration to Germany for some time.
By this I mean the effort that Germany makes to recruit and integrate foreign skilled workers
and to establish a so-called “welcoming culture.”
I think this marks a significant development away from the decades of dogma saying that
Germany was not a country of immigration. I hope that appropriate action emerges from this
debate, and that this moves from being an economic argument out into the middle of society.
I mean, our society could benefit from such a change immensely.
This theme brings together many things that have bothered me professionally and personally
for years. That’s why I would like to contribute in this field. I’ve developed a concept for the
integration of foreign professionals in small and mid-sized businesses, and I am going to
speak to potential interested parties.

Work-life balance is a big issue for a lot of people. (How) do you do that, and what tips you
can give from your experience with this challenge?
Being self-employed, there’s no way I can totally separate work and leisure. This is always a
problem for me. I’m very pleased that I’ve been involved in a choir over the last few years, a
Brazilian one actually, singing along, preparing for concerts, etc. Also, I’ve discovered
watercolor painting, and I regularly take part in courses and workshops. And I can switch off
wonderfully doing that. For me personally, it helps that I have people I do these activities
with, and binding deadlines.

With some fellow choirmembers of the Brazilian choir Encanto Stuttgart

Watercolor: leaves

Do you have any advice for someone who is at a point in life where he/she does not know
exactly how to proceed? Where he/she might feel very alone?
I think those moments are necessary sometimes, because that also means pausing for once
and asking yourself what you really want and need.

Moments in life when you don’t know what to do are
necessary sometimes. #IdoItMyWay. Cool…
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The theme of this interview series is “I do it my way,” inspired by the title of a famous Frank
Sinatra song in which he describes how he handled defeats and his personal journey. Is
there a song, a book, a poem, a work of art, or the like which captures your stance on this
issue?

Unfortunately I don’t have specific titles. However, I find biographies inspiring, especially
biographies of courageous women. I have recently read with fascination about Lou AndreasSalome.

Is there anything else that's important in connection with this?
The subject of this interview is predominantly relevant to the modern Western world.
Nevertheless, there have been people all over the world, there still are people all over the
world, who dare to do something else and to make something all their own. I think it would
be interesting to bring this subject up with my clients from India or Japan.
I’ll make a note of it right now!

I think that's a very interesting subject. I would be delighted if we were able to learn about
it here on this blog.
How can our readers find you on the Internet?
My website ist: www.con-cipio.de. You can find all my contact information there

